ABSTRACT The nature of autonomy and openness of E-commerce in online social (ECOS) networks poses a challenge to the security of transactions as it is difficult to ensure the reliability and trustworthiness of parties on both ends. Transactions in ECOS may, therefore, be conducted in an unreliable environment and be vulnerable to frauds. Trust management schemes, naturally, have come as feasible solutions. With a view to making improvement on the existing trust management mechanisms, we, in this paper, propose a factorenrichment-based hybrid trust framework for trust measurement in ECOS, in which three levels of trust are used to establish trustworthy opinions among individuals for their transactions: 1) private reputation, which is defined as subjective trustworthy impression among individuals with respect to its feature of dynamic evolution; 2) common reputation, which is defined as collective and sharable trust degree and is proposed with two factors, a consistency factor and a continuity factor, introduced for enhancing the reliability of common reputation; and 3) the hybrid trust, which is proposed to obtain integrated trustable impressions based on private reputation and common reputation, with anti-fraud factor and confidence factor presented to further determine the trustworthiness of hybrid trust. Finally, we list the results of a series of examinations to further verify the performance of our mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
E-commerce in online social network (ECOS), as a new pattern of e-commerce, has gained vast popularity in recent years [1] . This kind of trading method, in particular, relies on the social relationships among users and transactions are usually made by citing their personal cognitive opinions. Thus, in contrast to the security monitoring in centralized e-commerce web sites, transactions in ECOS face potential risks and are vulnerable to attacks because there are dishonest dealers who may engage in malicious activities and frauds by manipulating the relationships between users [2] , [3] . Especially, the malicious individuals would cause more harm by posting unreliable or fake deals in social networks. Therefore, the security problem caused by individual uncertainty and fictitious network environment, if not well attended to, would do incredible damages to the healthy development of ECOS market.
Thus, the nature of autonomy and openness in ECOS has made security mechanism an indispensable part for ensuring safe transactions in ECOS. Currently, trust model has been suggested as an effective security mechanism to improve reliability and to mitigate attacks within the open networked environments [3] , [4] , because trust mechanism has been proven to reflect individuals' past trustworthiness and to predict the future probability of maintaining such trustworthy level. Up to now, most existing trust models for e-commerce are based on historical transactions and experiences with an integrated-valued degree, named as reputation, to measure the common and collective reliability of individuals.
Researches have demonstrated that rating node reputation can effectively improve security and promote mutually beneficial node interactions [3] , [4] , [8] . By requesting reputation, strangers can establish initial trustworthy impressions for ensuring their further potential transactions. Consequently, the aggregation method of reputation is an essential issue for reflecting the authentic reliability and preventing malicious frauds. Several reputation computation methods are currently extensively used. They include the sum and average of ratings and the Bayesian method [4] - [6] , which are based on previous reputation knowledge. Meanwhile, most reputation systems in open network environments utilize centralized authority to collect all ratings and publish reputation, and thus, all individuals (buyers or sellers) are monitored by such centralized system. By using this mechanism, user reputation aggregation can be made in accordance with trust evaluations conducted via objective impressions. However, such existing mechanisms are not efficient because the absence of any centralized authority in ECOS results in difficulties with respect to accurate monitoring of the reputation of individual nodes. Meanwhile, a centralized reputation is not a viable solution because aggregating or scanning reputation would lead to substantial network overloads and flooding costs from calculation and request messages [3] , [7] . In addition, reputation is aggregated as a static perspective in most existing methods and cannot reflect its dynamic evolution process. Moreover, the ability of preventing malicious frauds is also inevitable for reputation in ECOS.
In this work, we propose a factor-enrichment-based hybrid trust framework (HT-TRUST) for ECOS from a more comprehensive perspective to enhance the reliability of trustworthiness evaluation between users. Our goal is to provide a trust aggregation that not only promotes accurate, efficient and robust reputation, but also takes ECOS features and requirements into account. In this work, the proposed HT-TRUST provides the trust management for ECOS composed of the following parts: 1) A private reputation based on personal experiences from a node to a target one; 2) A common reputation based on integrated personal trustable views from all nodes to the target one; 3) A hybrid trust by incorporating private reputation, common reputation, and further some additional factors, i.e., dynamic time evolution for private reputation, consistency factor and continuity factor for common reputation, and anti-fraud factor and confidence factor for hybrid trust, to empower HT-TRUST for purpose of ensuring the reliability. Finally, we give our experimental results for testifying the effectiveness and feasibility of our proposed scheme.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, many efforts have been made in trust management in network environment. Traditionally, trust is described from subjective and objective perspectives, which comprises two aspects: trust relationship and reputation [3] , [8] . Trust relationship is regarded as a subjective opinion between individuals, which comprises two aspects as: direct trust and indirect trust. Direct trust is used for reflecting the trustworthiness between direct connected users [3] , while indirect trust is widely used for reflecting the trustworthiness in long path connected users and online recommendation systems [8] , [9] . In ECOS, most individuals can establish direct trust relationships based on their experience of direct transactions.
LIN Y [10] summarized the researches of trust model in the environment of P2P e-commerce, which was divided into trust model based on PKI, auto-negotiation trust model and trust model based on reputation, and gave the design principle of trust model. The trust model, named EigenRep, in the P2P environment is widely used based on the transitivity of trust [11] . The EigenRep model gets the trust degree of nodes according to the trust iterations between neighbor nodes, which can better reflect the true behavior of nodes. However, EigenRep model has a high time complexity and lower ability to resist risks. The weighted average of ratings method is a typical trust computation scheme that is extensively utilized [12] . In this method, all trust ratings with respect to the target object are aggregated and the weighted average of the aggregation is calculated as the new trust value for the target object. Technically, the average method of trust is easy to realize if witness information and ratings are available. However, trust ratings aggregation from a long judgment path is not considered as weakening the trust. See-To E W K [13] proposes a method to evaluate the influence of trust on oral comment in social network. Wu Jian and colleagues propose an interval-valued fuzzy methodology based on social network analysis to represent the model of trust relationship between experts and then compute the trust degree of each expert in group decision making [14] . Basit et al. [15] propose a decentralized framework and the related algorithms for trusted information exchanging and social interaction among users based on the dynamicity aware graph relabeling system. In this work, the direct trust is defined as private reputation for reflecting the subjective trustworthy opinion. Jiang and colleagues [8] proposed a P2P e-commerce system based on trust mechanism of reputation, in the process of calculating the trust degree. The trust mechanism used confidence factor, integrate local reputation, and global reputation for giving the quality model of node evaluation which was used to solve the problem of computational accuracy. But this mechanism does not update trust value in real time.
With respect to reputation, defined as common reputation in this work representing an objective and sharable trustworthy impression composed of collected trust views from multiple individuals, there are two main types of reputation system: centralized [7] and distributed [4] . The former has a central authority to collect all the rating, and publish reputation score for every participant. Whereas in distributed reputation system, each member gets the belief about each experience with others, and submits the reputation on request from relying members. Different from subjective trust, reputation can be considered as a collective measure of trustworthiness (in the sense of reliability) based on the referrals or ratings from members in a community [4] , [17] . Therefore, reputation is aggregated from various members' joint decision. Many methods of reputation computation have been widely used, such as sum and average of ratings [4] , Bayesian method based on previous reputation knowledge [18] , and fuzzy logic based reputation system [19] , etc. However, the distributed nature of ECOS may lead to inconsistent opinions among users, which may lead to potential threats to users' reputation aggregation. Meanwhile, many characteristics of ECOS have not been taken into account to enhance the robustness of reputation aggregation.
We here aim to make contributions, based on the traditional solutions, to trust management in ECOS, from the following perspectives:
1) Trust and reputation are seen as a dynamic concept with time passing by rather than a static view. To do that, we consider the time evolution process in private reputation calculation to show that the older trustworthy experience in transactions would attenuate with time.
Further, since the common reputation and hybrid trust in this work are aggregated by private reputation, they also maintain such dynamic property; 2) Since the occurrence likelihoods of massive repetitive transactions between any two nodes are very rare, the nature of transaction data sparsity is not taken into account in most existing reputation aggregation methods. That means, many trust impressions are established based on only a few transaction experiences.
To solve that, our HT-TRUST is essentially a distributed scheme and it allows nodes to record their local trust views, including private reputation, common reputation and hybrid trust. When a node needs to obtain a stranger's trustable impression with few direct transaction experiences, it can obtain a witness trustable view by requesting it from its direct trustable neighbors through social relationships. Meanwhile, such distributed scheme of HT-TRUST reduces the computation and communication costs by avoiding global trust management in whole ECOS; 3) The reliability of trust is another essential view which needs to be focused on. To solve that, we introduce a set of factors for evaluating the quality of common reputation and hybrid trust based on the features of transactions in ECOS.
III. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED HT-TRUST A. FRAMEWORK OF HT-TRUST
Reputation can be considered as a collective measure of trustworthiness (in the sense of reliability) based on the referrals or ratings from members within a community [11] . In this work, HT-TRUST contains three parts: private reputation, common reputation, and hybrid trust. Since there is no centralized reputation center, we give a distributed architecture for individuals in HT-TRUST to measure, record, and request reputation of others in ECOS. In the distributed HT-TRUST, each user (seller and buyer) maintains a local list to record and renew the reputation opinions of those who have direct social relations or made transactions with in past. The local lists are composed of the following:
1) PRIVATE REPUTATION SCHEDULE
Each user has a private reputation of those whom s/he has direct relationship with or directly interacts. In addition to the value of private reputation, the schedule records the interaction information, including personal judgments, time slice of private reputation, and confidence factors concerning user malicious extent.
2) COMMON REPUTATION SCHEDULE
Each user has a common reputation schedule to record the global reputation information concerning the overall users with whom s/he has direct relationship or directly interacts. Additionally, each user can acquire another user's common reputation by referring to his/her neighbors or the intermediate users. The common reputation schedule contains a set of factors for revealing the reliable level of given common reputation.
3) HYBRID TRUST SCHEDULE
A hybrid trust schedule records integrated trustworthiness value of private reputation and common reputation to be further strengthened by such additional factors as anti-fraud factor and confidence factor which are accumulated in hybrid trust and also recorded in the schedule by querying if necessary. Then, we here specify the framework of HT-TRUST. In this study, there are three kernel parts in HT-TRUST which are as follows: data source center, reputation calculation, and hybrid trust calculation. For each individual in ECOS, data source center enables him/her to maintain all the historical transaction data and the trustworthy information, including the above mentioned three schedules, to facilitate future trust calculation, while the two parts of calculation, i.e. reputation calculation and hybrid trust calculation, are mainly in charge of obtaining or renewing the trust information for each individual. The framework is shown in figure 1 . Therefore, all users, noted as nodes in HT-TRUST, can obtain, update, and further manage their local trust opinions in distributed ways and then make decisions on their transactions in ECOS.
B. RELATED DEFINITIONS IN HT-TRUST
In this study, we denote all the individuals who have transactions with others in ECOS as nodes. Meanwhile, if a node has at least one transaction with other nodes, the node is noted as neighbor node. Now, we propose the formal definitions in HT-TRUST as:
Definition 1: Private reputation. Private reputation, noted as PR ∈ [0, 1], represents a personal and historical reputation impression of a node concerning its neighbor nodes based on direct past interaction records with the dynamic feature of time passing.
Private reputation denotes the personal trustworthy opinion to neighbor nodes. If a node has no direct transactions with its neighbor nodes, which is also the cold starting problem for private reputation, the node may request trustworthy information from its neighbor nodes through social relations and obtains witness private reputation records concerning the target node from its most trusted neighbors and generate an indirect opinion.
Definition 2: Common reputation. A node's common reputation, noted as CR ∈ [0, 1], denotes a collective trust provided by all neighbor nodes concerning all the private reputation degrees from its neighbor nodes and a set of factors which reflect the reliability of common reputation.
In HT-TRUST, common reputation calculation is consequently based on two aspects: aggregation of private reputations and factors with respect to its reliability, i.e. consistency factor and continuity factor.
Definition 3: Hybrid trust. Hybrid trust, noted as HT ∈ [0, 1], denotes an integrated trustworthy opinion, which comprises three aspects: private reputation, common reputation, and additional factors.
Essentially, hybrid trust contains subjective aspects (private reputation), objective aspects (common reputation), and additional aspects featuring its nature of malicious prevention (anti-fraud factor), and reliability evaluation (confidence factor).
Additionally, the factors mentioned in above definitions will be discussed in detail in later sections. Table 1 presents the nomenclatures proposed in our paper.
IV. CALCULATION METHOD OF REPUTATION IN HT-TRUST A. CALCULATION OF PRIVATE REPUTATION
Private reputation demonstrates a node's personal reliable opinions with respect to other nodes based on node's historical impressions and observations. From this perspective, private reputation is an aggregation concerning the historical opinions between nodes and can be evolved dynamically based on the latest interactions as time passes by. In this work, we include such aspects for private reputation calculation as: experience aggregation, time evolution, and transaction confidence measurement (interaction times).
1) PAST EXPERIENCE AGGREGATION OF PRIVATE REPUTATION
When a node traded with another one in ECOS, knowledge must be gained concerning the reliability of the node and the deals, which are termed as transaction experiences in 
where we use three factors, i.e., amount risk controlling factor risk_m, experience weight ϕ k , and experience evaluation value v k . Bellow, we discuss these two factors in detail:
(1) Amount Risk Controlling Factor risk_m: Transaction amount is a significant factor in measuring the reliability in commerce. This factor is proposed to prevent malicious nodes from cheating for high private reputation value through the VOLUME 5, 2017 mass of transactions of small amounts, and further engaging frauds on transactions of large amounts. In our work, the larger amounts of total transaction between nodes are, the lower risk controlling factor would be. Let the amount of kth transaction be signified as m k . Then, risk_m can be calculated as follows,
(2) Experience Weight ϕ k : In this work, the factor ϕ k reveals the importance of kth evaluation value of transaction experience v k , which takes into account two facts: transaction amount and transaction interval. In our consideration, a greater transaction amount and a shorter interval of evaluation implies a higher weight of an experience weight. Assuming that the experience of kth transaction is given at kth time slice t k , the factor ϕ k can be calculated as, 
is the evaluation values of index set for the kth transaction, and, additionally, a set of weights ω = {ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , . . .} is geven for calculating v k , the experience evaluation value v k is shown as:
Additionally, we address the calculation method of weight set ω based on entropy weight. For entropy weight calculation method, we have the following assumptions: let there be m nodes in ECOS and the number of evaluation index set is |Index|. Then, we can get a matrix of sample data, noted as S m×|Index| = (s ij ) m×|Index| . Meanwhile, we signify a matrix as
s ij . Consequently, we calculate ω i based on the entropy weight method in this work as follows:
2) TIME EVOLUTION Different from traditional static reputation aggregation, we consider that the private reputation is a dynamic degree with respect to time passing, which is termed as time evolution for private reputation. That is, the private reputation keeps renewing with time and older private reputation generated in earlier time slice would keep less effect on newer private reputation.
In our consideration, if there is no transaction between two nodes, the private reputation would attenuate with the transaction interval increasing. Therefore, we here give an attenuation factor for time evolution of private reputation as shown in figure 2 . In the figure, we can see that there are a set of time slices, and the length of each time slice is noted as τ . In our work, private reputation will attenuate over every one time slice. 
Furthermore, we consider that the evaluation time set comprised by t k (k = 0, 1, . . .) is the Poisson Stream with strength λ 1 , and the corresponding Poisson Process is as {N (t), t ≥ 0}. And we use a random variable W k which signifies the waiting time of kth transaction between nodes. It has been proven that the W k works in compliance with distribution. Then, we can get the probability density function of random variable W k as follows,
Consequently, assuming that there are n times of transactions from d i to d j in period of t 0 to real.t, and the time of last transaction evaluation is last.t, then, the private reputation of current time can be calculated as:
In addition, since the common reputation and hybrid trust are calculated based on private reputation, the dynamic property of time evolution can therefore be transferred to them. That is, the reputation and trust are deemed as dynamical concepts in our proposed HT-TRUST.
3) WITNESS PRIVATE REPUTATION FOR NODE'S COLD STARTING
It is quite normal that a node has no direct transaction with another node in ECOS. That is, the node needs to make decisions on transactions with strangers without any 7084 VOLUME 5, 2017 trustworthy records. In this situation, there are two possible solutions the node can choose: (1) receiving creditable reviews from its trustable neighbors to evaluate as to how much the target node should be trusted, and (2) requesting the target node's common reputation with respect to the composition of such common reputation (details of common reputation will be discussed later). We call the private reputation without direct transaction a witness private reputation. Witness private reputation implies an indirect trustworthy opinion from third-parties and the third-parties must be the most trustable ones. Therefore, the node must select the source of witness views through a threshold.
Take 
The advantage of this technique lies in the computation of trust based on an average function which avoids a heavy computation. At the same time, the witness private reputation is from most trustable neighbors' direct experiences by requesting their local private reputation schedule and costs low communication loads with less potential risks.
Additionally, if a node has no trustable neighbors in ECOS, such as a newly registered node in ECOS, the common reputation is another witness trustable evidence for establishing initial impression of strangers. Similar with above method, a node can request a stranger's common reputation and the composition of common reputation for establishing witness private reputation. Let there be a node d i that has no direct transaction to node d j , and CR(d j ) real.t denotes the common reputation of d j . And the common reputation of d j is aggregated from node cd k that has private reputation with d j . Assuming that the number of cd k is m and the common reputation of cd k is CR(cd k ) real.t , the witness private reputation from d i to d j can be calculated as,
In equation 9, the witness private reputation is impacted by the common reputation levels of nodes that contribute their private reputation for aggregating the target node's common reputation. The higher average of common reputations of nodes cd k implies the higher weights of CR ( (10) where PR(ne k , d i ) real.t is the private reputation degree at current time real.t; µ k denotes the weight of neighbor node ne k in common reputation, and function θ (|Neig
is parameter with respect to total number of neighbors and total transaction amount. Then, we address the calculation methods of µ k and θ (|Neig
Neighbor Weight µ k : µ k is the importance of neighbor node ne k in the common reputation aggregation of node d i . In our consideration, there are two facts which are used in µ k calculation: similarity between nodes and transaction amount. That is, the more similarities and the larger transaction amount there exist between two nodes, the more weight of a node in common reputation aggregation would be. Our reason is that a target node's neighbor might have more authorities in common reputation aggregation because they have similar e-commerce behaviors and the neighbor might know more about the target node's reliability. Put in another way, if there is less similarity between target node and neighbor, it implies that the neighbor knows less about the target node's commerce behaviors, and consequently, the private reputation from the neighbor contributes less in common reputation aggregation. Then, the weight µ k of neighbor ne k can be calculated as follows,
where function sim(d i , ne k ) denotes the similarity between node d i and neighbor node ne k , and tm(ne k , d i ) denotes the total transaction amount between neighbor node ne k and )) are functions of maximum and minimum, respectively. From above equation, we can see that the similarity between nodes is measured based on the three aspects: similarity of items purchased by nodes, similarity of total amounts of items both purchased by two nodes, and similarity of total transaction amounts of two nodes.
(
) is another parameter for common reputation aggregation, considering the total number of neighbor nodes and total transaction amount. We consider that the number of neighbor nodes and total transaction amount is significant for common reputation aggregation. A bigger number of neighbors for a target node implies that the common reputation of the target node might be more widely acknowledged. Likewise, a bigger number of transactions of a target node suggests that the common reputation of the target node might be more reliable. In HT-TRUST, more neighbor nodes of a node and larger transaction amount of the node would lead to more reliable common reputation. In this study, the θ (|Neig
where max(tm(|Neig(d i )|)) denotes the maximum total transaction amount of node which belongs to set Neig(d i ).
Our aggregation method of common reputation is also a kind of weighted aggregation method based on collective reliable opinions while, however, compared with traditional ones for reputation, we have the following advantages: (1) facts of transaction in ECOS, e.g. number of trading nodes, and transaction amounts, are seen as significant elements to enhance reputation reliability. For instance, if two nodes receive similar private reputation scores for common reputation aggregation, the node that has more neighbor nodes (trading nodes) and more transaction amount would produce higher common reputation than the other one, and (2) each private reputation from neighbor node is weighted according to similarity between nodes and their transaction amount. Since the rating node has different identification and past transaction experience, the private reputation from it would have different impact on common reputation.
2) FACTORS WITH RESPECT TO RELIABILITY OF COMMON REPUTATION
Here, we introduce two additional factors to enhance the reliability of common reputation, i.e., consistency factor and continuity factor. Consistency factor reflects the numerical stability of private reputations from neighbor raters, while continuity factor reveals the fluctuation of common reputation during the past time slices. 
We here user continuity factor to measure whether the common reputation can remain stable during the past time slices. Accordingly, the greater differences of common reputation at each time slice there exist, the poorer reliability of a common reputation there would be. Let the common reputation at each time slice t k be CR(d i ) t k , and the total number of time slices be n. Then, the continuity factor can be calculated as given by (15), as shown at the top of this page.
V. HYBRID TRUST IN HT-TRUST
In our consideration, one node's trust in a target node contains both personal and shareable trustworthy opinions in ECOS. That is, hybrid trust is an integrated recognition concerning the target node and it combines a personal and subjective opinion (private reputation) and the measurement of shareable and objective trustworthiness (common reputation) in HT-TRUST.
As defined in definition 3, the calculation of hybrid trust comprises two main parts: trust degree evaluation and additional factors calculation. Firstly, we here propose the calculation of degree for hybrid trust based on private reputation and common reputation. Assuming that the private reputation and common reputation are PR(d i , d j ) 
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is the weight for calculation. Different with traditional value setting manually or empirically, the weight λ is set according to node's preferences concerning the balance of private reputation and common reputation. In our consideration, if a node has the more transactions with a target node, the weight λ should be the higher because the node is familiar with target node and concerns more from the private trustworthy aspect. On the contrary, if a node has little transaction with target node, the weight λ should be lower since there is few past interaction experience between them and the common reputation which reflects the public reliable opinion would take on a much greater role in hybrid trust degree evaluation. Therefore, the weight λ is changed dynamically with the change of the number of transactions and the transaction amounts. The calculation of weight λ is as bellows, Since it is essential for nodes to enhance the security of hybrid trust evaluation, we in this work propose two factors for hybrid trust security, i.e., anti-fraud factor and confidence factor.
A. ANTI-FRAUD FACTOR
Since hybrid trust is an integrated trustworthy opinion contributed by both personal and collective aspects, the malicious composition might bring tremendous harm to hybrid trust for reflecting the authentic reliability. Therefore, it is important to evaluate whether there is any fraud contained in hybrid trust or not. In this study, an anti-fraud factor is proposed for both private reputation and common reputation.
Firstly, we discuss the anti-fraud factor for private reputation, which comprises three aspects: past experience stability, mutual private reputation, and user similarity. That means, if the past experiences v k are more consistent, the two nodes maintain more mutual trust, and the nodes are more similar, there might be less fraud in private reputation. Let In addition, the anti-fraud factor for common reputation is designed to examine whether a node is honest with respect to its collective common reputation composed of private reputations. Thus, we can evaluate whether a node is malicious or not by the above defined two factors for common reputation, i.e., consistent factor and continuity factor. We define antifraud factor for common reputation, af _CR d j , given in the following equation.
where and af _CR d j as follows,
B. CONFIDENCE FACTOR
Realistically, when nodes are dealing with target ones, they usually make decisions according to the advice of friends. That means, the witness evidence from reliable friends in ECOS is more trustworthy by default for trust evaluation. Nodes can evaluate their hybrid trust degrees according to their trusted neighbors. Similarly, with respect to ECOS, if the trusted neighbors maintain the hybrid trust degrees of target node consistently and the hybrid trust degrees from neighbors coincides with the hybrid trust degree from node to its target node, the hybrid trust would be considered more trustworthy. We here present a confidence factor from neighbors to evaluate whether a node's trusted neighbor exhibits confident opinions concerning the hybrid trust. Let the hybrid trust 
The proposed two factors can be examined by nodes in evaluating the reliability of their obtained hybrid trusts. The larger the two factors are, the more reliable the obtained hybrid trust is deemed to be.
VI. EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present experiments to verify our proposed HT-TRUST. The simulation environment is as follows.
A. SIMULATION PLATFORM
To test the performance of our proposed method, we developed a prototype that can simulate the users and their interaction behaviors based on prototype configurations. In the prototype, users are controlled automatically by the system and trades with others according to certain set behaviors, such as buying or selling items, and sending comments.
B. DATA SET
In our experimental scenarios, the initial data came from the Taobao, which is very popular in China. We collected initial data manually. Our data included about 1,063 IDs and more than 90,000 records (including trading behaviours and comments). According to our statistics, approximately 79.3% of comments were positive (with a value greater than 0.4) and 20.7% were negative comments (with a value equal to or lower than 0.4) in the real dataset. The collected users were inserted as initial users into the prototype with their real personal data. We then added about 500 additional users whose roles were set manually. There were two user roles in the prototype: honest user and malicious user. In the initial settings, all users with real data were seen as honest ones, while malicious users were set from the additional users. In our prototype, once a user was set as an honest user or a malicious one, it could not change its role. The initial reputation value for each real ID was initially set according to initial data, while private reputation and common reputation values of additional honest nodes followed a normal distribution with a mean of 0.8 and a variance of 0.1, and the common reputation values of additional malicious nodes were set between 0.2 and 0.8 at random in our prototype.
C. INTERACTION BEHAVIOUR OF USER
Honest users executed no malicious behaviours toward others, while malicious users sent spurious comments to honest users to reduce their reputations, and also sent fake comments to collaborative ones to inflate their reputations. The malicious users can be detected through the degree of trust among users. That is, a user that obtains a low trust degree from an honest user is recognized as a malicious one.
D. TOPOLOGY OF PROTOTYPE
For the users collected from real data, there was a one-way direct link from one user towards another one if there was at least one direct transaction in between, and all direct links were generated from the initial data set and were fixed and invariable in the prototype. The initial dataset was used to calculate the initial trust according to the reliability and link strength, and then a network topology was formed based on this real-world source. For the additional users, they were randomly connected to existing users with an average seven outdegree and an average four in-degree. Detailed characteristics of five communities in the prototype are shown in Table 2 .
TABLE 2. Characteristics of examination
Our experiments focus on the quality of trust relationship establishment among nodes and the efficiency of detecting malicious nodes in ECOS. Since the malicious nodes bring huge damages to normal users in ECOS, the malicious node detection can be considered as an important aspect to evaluate the performance of a proposed trust system. Therefore, the above-mentioned factors are seen as criteria in the performance comparison of malicious node detection in our examinations.
In our experiments, we have following setting for our comprehensive comparison as, (1) The category of normal nodes that are honest and without malicious behaviors in ECOS is signified as NN;
(2) The category of malicious nodes that perform malicious behaviors in ECOS is signified as MN;
(3) The set of normal nodes returned correctly through a given method is denoted as TNN, while the set of normal nodes returned as malicious ones through a given method is denoted as FMN; (4) The set of malicious nodes returned correctly through a given method is denoted as TMN, while the set of malicious nodes returned as normal ones through a given method is denoted as FNN.
Then, we introduce the following factors in our evaluation:
precision:
recall:
Based on the above factors, we evaluate the performance of our proposed HT-TRUST by comparing with other widely used methods. In addition, we also reveal the impacts of given parameters in our HT-TRUST through our experiments.
E. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PRIVATE REPUTATION
We utilized three groups of examinations to evaluate the performance of the proposed private reputation, with the objective of verifying whether our proposed private reputation can build accurate reliable impressions among nodes to distinguish between honest and malicious nodes in ECOS. In our performance evaluation, we compared the EigenRep trust method (ER) [11] , average trust rating (AT), weight average trust rating (WA), ultimate trust rating (UA) [20] , private reputation aggregation without time dynamical evolution (Non-PR), and our private reputation in HT-TRUST (PR).
We recorded the private reputation values among nodes to evaluate whether the trust values reflected the true relationships between nodes, and generated approximately 10,000 transactions for nodes. If an honest node had a private reputation value greater than 0.6 for another honest node or a private reputation value lower than 0.4 for a malicious node, its relationships with the target node were considered accurate. Figure 3 shows the average belief accuracy of honest nodes. We conducted three tests with 10%, 30%, and 40% malicious nodes and the results are depicted in Figures 2(a) to (c) . In addition, Figure 2 (d) reveals that the precision factor changing with the recall factor increasing with 30% malicious nodes. All of the computation methods could provide at least 56% accuracy for nodes to build a trust relationship with another node. The majority of the trust methods would calculate trust values based on past judgments or behaviors, whereas the private reputation in HT-TRUST relied more on aspects dynamically by taking the features of ECOS into account. As shown in Figure 2(a)-(c) , our proposed private reputation outperforms EP, WA, and AT in all tests of malicious node detection, with an average improvement of 6.3%, 10.67, and 20.3%, while our proposed RP method is 7.3% on average less than the ultimate trust rating method (UT). Meanwhile, we can see VOLUME 5, 2017 that PR method with time effects outperforms the Non-PR method without time effect, with an average improvement of 3.34%. In our consideration, the reason is that the UT method admitted the highest value of ratings for trust relationships and can keep changing with the trust factors dynamically. Our proposed method (PR) can provide more comprehensive evaluation for trust relationships among nodes with a similar performance of ultimate trust rating method. However, the private reputation only represents a subjective perspective of trustworthiness among nodes, which neglects the public view of trustworthiness with performance inferior to method of UT. Additionally, there were a few nodes that calculated the private reputation values as 0.4 to 0.6 and these trust views are regarded as inaccurate in our examination. In our consideration, one of the results is that the transaction data between them were not sufficient for private reputation calculation. Therefore, the average accuracy of private reputation was decreased.
F. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE REPUTATION RATING AGGREGATION
This examination evaluated the performance of proposed common reputation. We executed two tests in this examination: common reputation calculation accuracy, and factor measurement of common reputation.
1) COMMON REPUTATION CALCULATION ACCURACY
We also evaluated the reputation aggregation accuracy. For comparison, we utilized the EigenRep method (ER), average judgment from neighbor nodes method (AJ), local and global average reputation [25] , common reputation aggregation without private reputation time dynamical evolution in this paper (Non-CR), and the common reputation calculation method in our HT-TRUST framework (CR). We executed 15,000 transactions and introduced 20% and 40% malicious nodes. We consider that if honest nodes in our test received a common reputation value greater than 0.6, whereas malicious nodes received a common reputation value lower than 0.4, their common reputations are accurate. In figure 3 (c), our proposed method (CR) had a best performance of precision factor in the comparison.
From Fig. 3 , we can see that the average accuracy decreases with an increase in malicious nodes. We have the following analyses: (1) In our initial setting, the initial common reputation values of additional honest nodes followed a normal distribution with a mean of 0.8 and a variance of 0.1, and the common reputation values of additional malicious nodes were set between 0.2 and 0.8 at random in our prototype. No addition node can change its initial role. Therefore, there were some additional malicious nodes which had relative high common reputation degrees due to the randomly initial setting. Then, with the increasing number of interaction between nodes, the common reputation of malicious node would be decreased because of their malicious behaviors; (2) With respect to the ER method and the average judgment method, all node judgments are treated equally. Therefore, the reputation is affected by the global trust of nodes and malicious nodes receive a high local trust through their partners, while certain honest nodes might receive inaccurate local trusts that decrease reputation as a result; (3) With respect to proposed common reputation without concerning time evolution, all the past private reputations are treated equally and then the past inaccurate private reputations kept doing damages to common reputations with time changing, which decreases the accuracies; (4) the method of LG concerns both local and global trustworthy aspects in reputation aggregation, and then the method gets a higher performance in comparison. However, the method LG does not take other factors, such as neighbor weight, number of transactions, and time evolution, into account; (5) The cause of difference between Non-CR and CR is that there was no time dynamic evolution in Non-CR (that is, all the historical values were seen as equal in Non-CR), while the time dynamic evolution method in CR resulted in the elder historical values playing less roles in common reputation aggregation. As normal nodes are getting familiar with malicious nodes, the rating values of malicious nodes would definitely keep decreasing because of their malicious behaviors. Therefore, the newer ratings (with low values) contribute more for common reputation aggregation in CR. From this point, the proposed CR method got the better performance than Non-CR; and (6) For the common reputation in HT-TRUST, nodes are weighted according to the user similarity, transaction amount, and number of neighbor, the influences from malicious nodes can be therefore decreased in common reputation calculation. Further, the accuracies of common reputations can also increase with time. Therefore, most nodes obtained the reputation values that they deserved.
2) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF COMMON REPUTATION FACTORS
According to the above examination, we can see that the accuracy of common reputation is decreased with the malicious nodes increasing. Then, we further examined the effectiveness of proposed consistency factor and continuity factor for recognizing the malicious nodes.
We set 20% and 40% malicious nodes in two groups with reputation values lower than 0.5 and generated 10,000 transactions, with at least 80% of the transactions being from malicious nodes. We first evaluate the impact of thresholds of two factors in malicious node detection. We tested the different values of thresholds for accuracy as shown in Fig. 4(a)-(b) . We also defined a malicious node as any that had consistency factor and continuity factor lower than their thresholds respectively, and recorded the factor accuracy in different factor values. We can see that as the threshold value increases, the accuracy of malicious node detection with consistency factor also increases. The results in Fig.4 showed that the values of thresholds around 0.6-0.7 are approximately reasonable compromises. In our consideration, a too low threshold value can lead to a result that malicious nodes cannot be detected or honest nodes are identified as malicious ones, while a too high threshold can result in the fact that malicious or honest nodes are classified incorrectly. Another major reason of inaccurate detections was those that received low private reputations from malicious nodes at their cold starting phase which resulted in relative low transaction volumes, and then, the common reputation aggregation was not sufficient for establishing authentic degrees and factor values.
Furthermore, we recorded the accuracy of common reputation by combining the two factors and common reputation calculation. As shown in Fig 4. (c) , the average accuracies were approximately 94% and 89% respectively under 20% and 40% malicious nodes respectively. Obviously, the performance of common reputation with two proposed factors is better than common reputation without two factors.
G. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED HYBRID TRUST 1) THE ACCURACY OF HYBRID TRUST
In this examination, we aim to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed hybrid trust through method comparison. Here, we compared the performances of trust calculation methods of the following groups: EigenRep trust method (ER), weight average trust rating (WA), ultimate trust rating (UA), average trust rating (AT), trust based on Bayesian probability (TB) [26] , hybrid trust without time dynamical evolution (Non-HT), and hybrid trust in HT-TRUST (HT). We set 20% and 30% malicious nodes and executed over 15,000 transactions. The average accuracy of trust is presented in figure 5 (a)-(b) . We can see that the proposed hybrid trust had a similar performance with UA method, which was also better than the performance of private reputation in HT-TRUST. We analyze that is because the hybrid trust combines both subjective and objective trustworthiness aspects and then denotes a more comprehensive and reliable impression for nodes in ECOS.
As shown in the figure 5, our proposed HT method outperforms EP, WA, AT, and TB, with an average improvement of 12.3%, 18.2%, 26.7% and 6.2%, respectively. Meanwhile, we notice that our proposed method of HT-TRUST achieves nearly equal performance to UT. We analyze that the main VOLUME 5, 2017 reasons are: (1) HT-TRUST adopts a weighted parameter for users to integrate private reputation and common reputation comprehensively, which means that hybrid trust can be adjusted according to user's experiences. For aspect of private reputation, users who have more numbers of transactions in past will rely on their private reputation to a greater degree. Hence, most users can establish their trustworthy relationships with more confidence based on sufficient experiences; (2) For aspect of common private reputation, users, who have little interactions with ones, especially in their initial stage of ECOS, will obtain more common private from others' sharable trustworthy opinions, which can reduce mistakes caused by insufficient interaction; and (3) HT-TRUST adopts real-time trust aggregation, which can ensure the timeliness of trustworthiness and exclude the negative influence from out-of-date trustworthy factors. And also, the real-time strategy can better understand user trust related behaviors to help improve accuracy. Meanwhile, as shown in figure 5(a)-(b) , HT with time effect also outperforms the Non-HT without time effect, with an average improvement of 5.1%. In addition, we can see that the performance of our proposed HT method is similar to UT (with limited to less 0.8%) which obtains the best performance in all groups with 30% malicious nodes as shown in Figure 5 (c). To conclude, utilizing time dynamic evolution can help improve the performance of HT-Trust, especially for malicious node recognition.
Further, we reveal the time cost of all methods to analyze the overload of malicious node detection. To achieve this, we set all the transactions happening in a consecutive way, which means there is no interval between every two continuous transactions. We set different values of time slice length for our proposed HT method to reveal the impact of time slice as in Figure 5(d) . We here use a factor to verity the performance of time cost as follows, f t = |total length of trust calculation time| |total length of all transaction time|
As shown in Figure 5 (d), we can see that the f t values of UT method are much higher than other methods, while the values of our proposed HT method are just a little higher than other methods. In our consideration, the reasons are (1) UT method has the highest time cost because it needs a real-time dynamic factor updating for its computation, which causes more overloads; (2) although there is also a dynamic time effect employed in our proposed HT method, the dynamic time effect only works at the end of every time slice. Such strategy reduces the frequency of updating, and results in a lower time cost than method UT. We can also see that the f t values of HT keep decreasing with the increasing of time slice length.
2) PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED FACTORS FOR HYBRID TRUST
In this section, we examined the performance of proposed factors, anti-fraud factor and confidence factor, for hybrid trust. Firstly, we examined their performance through malicious transaction recognition. We set 20% and 40% malicious nodes to execute malicious transactions with honest nodes. In our evaluation, if the two factors were lower than the thresholds, the nodes from hybrid trust were considered malicious ones. We executed over 12,000 transactions and recorded the average accuracies of recognition. factor respectively. Figure 6 (b) demonstrates that the accuracies of transaction recognition were approximately 84% and 82.1% in reasonable thresholds through confidence factor respectively. From Fig.6 , we can get that the values of thresholds around 0.6-0.7 and 0.7-0.8 are approximate reasonable compromises.
VII. DISCUSSION A. PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE
For users in e-commerce based on SNS, the concern for the security of candidate items on both parts of sellers and buyers is very common and inevitable. However, most users have little knowledge of the vast and unfamiliar candidates and there would be many potential risks if users make decisions to accept the candidates without any trustworthiness measurement. As with most web-based e-commerce platforms of giving reputation records about sellers and buyers, establishing comprehensive trust between nodes in ECOS has its practical significance. However, there are many additional features for enhancing the trust evaluation in ECOS, which has gained little attention in traditional e-commerce platforms. In our proposed framework, HT-TRUST, we firstly provide a valuable guideline for describing the trustworthiness from a comprehensive perspective by taking both commerce properties and social properties into account, and by addressing the computation methodology of hybrid trust formally and specifically for users. Each user can maintain his/her own opinions about others, i.e. private reputation in a distributed way, and also inquire about details of others, including common reputation and transaction information for his/her further purpose of hybrid trust evaluation. In practice, most hybrid trust computation is accomplished by terminals of users. The formal framework is quite appropriate for machines to read and understand the hybrid trust computation. Meanwhile, applying the private reputation (subjective trust) and common reputation (objective trust) helps us aggregate all aspects of trustworthiness from a comprehensive perspective which may contain uncertain threats or dangers. This is because the private reputation between nodes reflects the personal trust degree directly, while common reputation reflects one's trustworthiness through most impartial views. Our computation methodologies of hybrid trust integrate both of the above trusts into a comprehensive one (hybrid trust) and address the reliability of the trust (anti-fraud factor and confidence factor) for users. Thereby, our HT-TRUST can provide sound usability for ECOS users. Further, more factors functioning in ECOS are fully considered in this paper. We calculate hybrid trusts from a factor enrichment perspective corresponding to the trading manners of users in ECOS, e.g., factors of past experience, price risk and time (in private reputation computation) and factors of neighbor weights, consistency and continuity (in common reputation computation).
As in most existing e-commerce system, there is no social network-based centralized reputation and trust calculation mechanism, our proposed HT-Trust can work as a third-party independent application or widget to provide personally trustworthy authentication for each buyer or seller in the e-commerce system. Such third-party independent application or widget works in a distributed way and provides a personal and local trustworthy view for users.
B. METHODOLOGY DISCUSSION
Trust is an important area in social network security research [3] , [4] . There are two kinds of trust measurements: user trust and item trust. Our work in this paper belongs to the former and aims to calculate the credibility of users through both explicit commerce related transaction information and socially related information obtained in social network.
There have been a large amount of research effort on trust, i.e. subjective and objective trust (or reputation) in the past decades [11] , [21] - [25] . Based on the trust computation, there are two main types of trust management schemes: centralized [7] and distributed [4] . The former has a central authority to collect all the rating in social communities, and publish reputation score for every participant. Whereas in distributed reputation system, each member gets the personal trust opinion about each experience with others, and submits the reputation on request from relying members. As for trust management in e-commerce, there are the following facts: a) reputation can be shared in web sites through querying reputation center (if exist), or querying among directly linked neighbors (in social networks); b) nodes establish their subjective trust based on direct interactions; c) mostly nodes establish initial trust impression of strangers through centralized way, but in ECOS, such method is not available because most social network-based e-commerce platforms do not provide trust monitors for measuring common shared reputation, and d) there are many features in social network-related transactions which are not available in pure traditional e-commerce environment but can provide novel perspectives for improving the performance of trust computation in ECOS. Based on above concerning, our proposed HT-TRUST can therefore be seen as a comprehensive computation method which integrates both centralized reputation information (common reputation) and decentralized trust views (private reputation) between distributed nodes. The advantages of HT-TRUST include following aspects: 1) Flexibility for integrating both subjective and objective trustworthiness into a comprehensive one. Traditionally, weighted/average of rating methods are seen as the most popular trust computations [22] . In this paper, our private reputation, common reputation and hybrid trust computation methods are also a kind of weighted trust rating method which is widely used in social network based environment. Technically, the widelyused methods of average and weighted aggregation are easy to realize while witness information and ratings are available. But a most prominent drawback of this method is that rating from fraud or malicious nodes is not easily to be recognized and considered to be heavily penalized [22] . To overcome it, we aim to strike a balance between subjective and objective trust through a weight parameter in proposed HT-TRUST. Its rationale is that the common reputation (objective trustworthiness) will be emphasized in more degrees if the users are at initial stages, while the private reputation will be more important if users have enough transaction experiences in hybrid trust aggregation. That is, the common and sharable trust is implied as reliable if a node has little knowledge about a target, while the personal belief is accepted easier by a node if it has adequate experiences. We use a dynamic weight λ in equation 17 for hybrid trust calculation, which allows nodes to have a hybrid trustworthy view by integrating common reputation and private reputation into a comprehensive one. The weight keeps changing over time as in equation 17. To avoid the high complexity of weight changing, we specify that the weight λ is updated only at the end of every time slice. 2) Factor enrichment in HT-TRUST. In most traditional trust evaluation, past judgment is proved as a most common factor in trust calculation. However, there are potential threats contained in pure judgment based trust mechanism. For example, malicious users can launch mass inauthentic judgment to defraud fake trusts. Fortunately, there are many facts that are accessible easily and reflect the trustworthiness in ECOS, e.g. amount of transaction, neighbor relationships, and other related social behaviors. As shown in our experiments, we can see that the performances of PR, CR, and HT are obviously higher than the method only based on past judgment (such as AT and AJ in experiment) in malicious nodes detection. That means, our proposed factor enrichment method plays an important role and is effective. In addition, the anti-fraud factor and confidence factor also are effective for recognizing malicious nodes. Therefore, advantages in our HT-TRUST are that the factors, which are used as weights, include amount risk controlling factor, experience weight and experience evaluation value, can reveal more trustworthy perspectives to improve the performance of trust evaluation. 3) Time effect concerning for trust evaluation. Trust ratings aggregation from a long time is not considered to be weakened in most existing works, whereas the trust degrees, i.e. private reputation, common reputation and hybrid trust, are damped with time passing in our proposed method which therefore results the time evolution effects working in aggregation methods of common reputation and hybrid trust. As shown in our experiments, we have revealed the performances of time effect through our comparisons (differences between Non-PR and PR, Non-CR and CR, and Non-HT and HT, respectively). All results show that our proposed time effect is effective. 4) Cold starting mechanism in HT-TRUST. Cold starting problem is essential for trust establishing. Most traditional works use two methods for generating initial subjective trusts as: setting a default value as trust value in advance, and using the sharable reputation value instead of initial trusts. However, the former method treats all users, including both malicious users and honest users, as equal ones, which may result in a certain likelihood of malicious attacks. In like manner, the later method may embed risks because malicious users may be considered as honest ones by cheating high reputation rates. Comparatively, we use a witness trustworthiness calculation as in equation 8 to strike a balance between subjective and objective trustworthiness. That is, initial private reputation in cold starting phase is calculated according to the witness information from users' neighbors to avoid malicious potential deceptions. The underlying is that the neighbors' witness evidences are reliable. 5) Social topological information for HT-TRUST. Social related topological feature is essential in ECOS trust computation. In trust schemes of ECOS, one popular method focuses on constructing a global trust relationship graph (i.e. a trust network or a trust matrix) by asking users to explicitly express whom they trust and how much they trust them [23] . Then, a topologic based trust management is available for all users in ECOS. However, such a global trust needs much heavy computation and frequent updating for accuracy requirement in a large-scale ECOS. It is inevitable to establish distributed local trust for user without global trust. Thereby, social relationship based trust is proposed by using trust propagation, link prediction or various classification models with network topological features [23] , [24] . In this paper, our proposed HT-TRUST is established according to topological feature: private reputation and common reputation are based on aggregating, requesting, and witness evidence acquiring through users' social relationships, while hybrid trust is based on feature combination of private relationship and common relationship.
Performance comparison has shown that the performances of HT-Trust can became nearly equal to ultimate trust (the method with best performance) and be better than other methods. The comparative analyses of performance comparison are listed in our examination.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Reliability of transactions is an essential problem for ensuring security in online social network e-commerce with respect to the nature of its openness and weak management. Trust has been widely seen as a feasible solution which can establish both subjective and objective trustable opinions among individuals to enhance the security of their transactions. However, because most traditional trust management schemes are only based on individuals' historical experience and sharable views, reliability of the obtained trust is not accurate enough and contains risks of frauds. To solve that, we propose a hybrid trust framework in this work by introducing additional perspectives for trust evaluation, which comprises following aspects: 1) Private reputation for describing the subjective trust relationship based on their past transaction experience, further concerning the dynamic feature of degree evolution with time passing; 2) Common reputation for signifying the objective and public trustworthy opinion from those that have direct transactions with target node, and further concerning its feature of reliability through two factors of consistency factor and continuity factor, and 3) Hybrid trust for combining the private reputation and common reputation to manifest a comprehensive trustable view between nodes with respect to its anti-fraud factor and confidence factor. Our proposed framework includes more properties, such as dynamic feature and reliability evaluation ability, for facilitating of improving trust calculation more accurately.
The results have shown, under our dataset from a real social network based e-commerce scenario, the performances of our proposed framework are better than comparison groups. The trust calculation methods, i.e., private reputation, common reputation, and hybrid trust aggregation, can establish accurate trustworthy opinions by introducing the proposed factors and also prevent from malicious frauds. Our future works will focus on the further analysis of complex social network relationship composition impact to improve on our proposed trust calculation in this study. 
